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Customer: Mr. Schönberger, Aquarium size: 60 L
Customer‘s conclusion:
„I have installed the Aquarium-Fresher in the aquarium in March 2014, in water that was totally infested with
algae and dark green and I should mention that I did not change the water prior to installation.“
„And what I see, I could not believe my eyes, with each passing day the water became cleaner and clearer,
and, believe it or not, after 5 days there was no more algae to be seen. I had not reckoned with this development at all and I am more than satisfied with it. A really ingenious system, that is working excellently to this
day. For me, the aquarium had thus become maintenance-free, since I did not need to change the water with
effect from March 2014.“
„I am greatly enjoying my aquarium once again and I can recommend this magnificent system to
everyone who has problems with algae formation“

Initial aquarium situation:
• severe algae formation,
• turbid water with a green tint

Situation shortly after using the
Aquarium-Fresher:
• reduction in algae formation and
water turbidity

Situation after using the Aquarium-Fresher for 5 days:
• no algae formation
• no turbidity
• no algae growth
• clean & clear water
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Customer: Mr. Kummer, Aquarium size: 240 L
„At the beginning, I was, in fact, a bit sceptical, since I had already tried out several other options in order to
have an aquarium without algae. But I am overjoyed that I now have the Aquarium-Fresher in my aquarium.“
„I have the following favourable effects in my 240 l aquarium thanks to the Aquarium-Fresher:
•
•
•
•
•

Highly proliferating thread algae have died out
Algae growth on the glass panes has been reduced to a minimum.
No algae is identifiable on the plants.
Now, there is only very little algae at the bottom on the gravel (never removed mechanically)
Vigorous plant growth – The plants are feeling well.“

Initial situation: plants with severe algae formation, moderately turbid water

Situation after using the Aquarium-Fresher (3 weeks): Clear water, no growth of algae
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Customer: Mr. Pfeifer (Pfeifer Aquaristics), Aquarium size: 60-500 L
Customer‘s conclusion:
„I have the Aquarium-Fresher since 2012 in use at my shop. The functionality of this system really
convinced me 100%. In the meantime, I am an enthusiastic fan of this system and I recommend it to each
of my customers.“
„For my aquaria at the shop, but even for the aquaria that I am looking after for my customers such as, for
example, the pharmacist in Niklasdorf, I am using the Aquarium-Fresher for aquaria with a size of 60-500 l.“
„Since the time that I am using the Aquarium-Fresher I have no algae formation in the aquarium and crystal
clear water at all times. Moreover, I am observing that my fishes develop better as a result and the residue
film has been virtually removed.“

Initial situation: Severe formation of algae on the plants and on the glass

Situation after using the Aquarium-Fresher: No algae formation on plants and on the glass
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Customer: Mr. Widhalm, Aquarium size: 120 L
Customer‘s conclusion:
„Until the time that we used the Aquarium-Fresher, we were unable to control the nuisance of algae in our
aquarium. Even using algae removers could not solve the problem. We even tried out different filter materials.
All without success.“
„Since the time that I am using the Aquarium-Fresher I have no more algae formation in the aquarium and
clean and clear water at all times. My wife and I are absolutely delighted to have a perfect aquarium
after a long time.“

Initial situation: severe algae formation on plants and decorative articles

Situation after using the Aquarium-Fresher: no algae formation in the whole aquarium
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Further customers
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recommendation
(experts & special dealers from Austria, Germany, Switzerland)

Aquariumfreunde Tirol
Online Aquarium Magazin
Patrick Tillich (Aquascaper)
Patrick Seidl (Aquascaper)
Andy´s Aquaristik Shop
Aqua Design Black Forest
Aqua Shop Villach
Aquarien-Shop 24
Aquaristik Zentrum Innsbruck
Aquarium Outlet Center
Aquarium Wien
Biconeo Aquascaping
Bonsai Garnelen Aquaristik Wettstein
Cats & Pets
Daniels Zoo & Aquaristik UG
Garnelaxia
Gfreiter Aquaristik
Happy Diskus
Harry´s Aquaristik Shop
Holly Aquaristik
Ostfriesland Aquaristik
Pfeifer Aquaristik
PM Aquaristik
Zoobedarf Walter Brunner
Zooträume Hecht
uvm.
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